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History of Early Settlers
The Calusa Indians inhabited southwest Florida when Spanish explorers
first arrived. Known as “the fierce ones,” the Calusas had an organized society
with headquarters thought to be on Mound Key in Estero Bay. Other Calusa
sites dotted the coast, with access to waterways leading to the Gulf. Several such
villages were located in the Naples area. By the late 1700s, European influences, including disease and slavery, caused them to vanish. They left behind shell
mounds, which they built for housing, and waterways, which they created for
transportation. Their waterfront communities depended largely on dugout canoe
access to the estuaries for food and communication with other villages.
When Naples was first settled, an “Indian Canal” ran between the Gulf of
Mexico and Naples Bay. This canal was displayed on the first plat of the city in
Naples in 1887, as highlighted to the right and on the following page. The canal
was also documented by the Smithsonian Institution in 1877. Native Americans
created the canal, which was up to 50 feet wide and deep enough for canoes to
use as a shortcut and safe water passage from the Gulf to the Bay. In 2014 the
Archaeological and Historical Conservancy, led by archaeologist Bob Carr, completed radiocarbon dating of sediments documenting that the canal was dug as
early as A.D. 780, over 1000 years ago.
Naples Pioneer John Pulling once told me a related story dating back to
the 1920s when he was a young boy. The canal ran across a lot near the beach
where his dad had an interest. Filling it was a tough job for young John who “…
spent my whole season down there with two 10-quart pails walking out on the beach
to fill the pails and then back to fill the Indian canal!”
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Naples Waterfront — Changes in Time

Plan of Naples

The original plat, the “Plan of Naples.”
Filed in Plat Book 1, page 8, of the official
records of Lee County on August 1887.
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